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ABSTRACT
Problems related to the increased exploitation of lowvoltage networks are in every distribution company the subject of constant attention, above all with regard to the liberalisation of the electricity market. This paper's proposal deals with the following problem solving:
-Increasing system reliability, -Decreasing operational costs, -Higher exploitation of network components, -System monitoring of the supply points in the network, -Targeted and optimised maintenance. The authors will attempt to solve the following partial problems: a) Maximal exploitation of transformers thanks to better and more precise protection using fuses with special characteristics for the full exploitation and parallel operation of networks makes possible the adjusting the optimal transformer capacity. b) New configurations and new ways of operation networks; parallel operation with weak couplings. c) Connecting dispersed generators with regard to low-power losses and the voltage profile in lowvoltage network (individual contributions) d) Co-ordination of system voltage control in distribution systems with regard to full exploiting voltage tolerance in low-voltage networks. This paper contains examples of realisation of provisions in distribution company and evaluations of individual contributions. This study is finished and particular rules started in operation. When planning the capacity of distribution transformers, HV/LV designers conform to maximal loading in low-voltage networks. The transformers designed this way have in operation small exploitation. Network monitoring is necessary the paper deals with the methods of protection of distribution transformers. The course of the distribution transformer loading is characterised by the maximum in the winter season functioned with electrical heating. To specify the overloading time we modify the actual daily diagram on the two level loading diagram in accordance with CSN IEC 354. The time of the overloading is determined to four hours. The maximal exploitation of transformer thanks to better and more protection using fuses with special characteristics for full exploitation and parallel operation of networks make it possible to adjust the optimal transformer capacity.
The target of dimensioning studies is to find the fixed design policies in order to construct simplified technoeconometric models for low-voltage system. These models have as inputs network configurations, load models, any technical constraints, cost models for components, and models for supply interruptions. Results from this model-based study are used to determine the most appropriate electricity supply arrangements, optimal sizes of transformers, optimal standard sizes of cables and distribution lines. The most common network configuration is partially looped network. Under normal conditions, the network can be operated as a radial arrangement with a high degree of reliability. New configurations use under normal conditions totally closed-loop arrangement and for case of a fault is a system disconnected by a weak coupling fuses to radial network. This net configuration has a simple protection system and is inexpensive to recontruct while maintaining all the good qualities of a classical mesh grid. Its good qualities include a low voltage drop, high reliability, and high quality of electricity supply. In the case of old systems with relatively small loads we can use the co-ordination of voltage control in the MV system and changes of the tap on distribution transformers for keeping operation voltage in LV system within the voltage limits given by standards. Generating units connected to LV networks can permanently or temporarily inject power into the grid. Inversely, a client who is also a producer can absorb power at any time. The choice that he makes between these two operating modes depend on the economical approach he chooses for his electricity generating plant as well as for his heat producing unit. His analysis usually takes into account gas sales, electricity purchases and sales prices and his proper needs. The voltage profile along a LV feeder depends on the balance between the power absorbed from or injected into the system by clients and producers and the other clients' power demand. We must seek the optimal point of connection with the network to improve the voltage profile in the LV network without the construction constructing new (MV/LV transformer stations). Losses in low-voltage networks depend mainly on the load and the line material. Every generator affects load flow and loss characteristics. 
INCREASING OF THE CAPACITY OF LOW-VOLTAGE NETWORKS WITH HIGHER EXPLOITATION OF THEIR COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTION
Efficiency of production, transport and distribution of electricity is the major feature of the deregulation of European electricity market. At the end of last year the Czech parliament passed a new Energy Law, which mandates the opening of the electricity market in the Czech Republic. Stredoceska energeticka a.s., and other electric utility companies are getting ready to supply all customers in new conditions. It´s aim is to ensure the best quality for its customers at the best prices.
MAXIMAL EXPLOITATION OF TRANSFORM-ERS THANKS TO BETTER AND MORE PRE-CISE PROTECTION
New designs of the low-voltage distribution networks must cover the installed capacity of the distribution transformers for low-voltage network supply. 
Diagram
Diagram 2 Typical daily diagram for distribution
The maximal exploitation of transformer thanks to better and more protection using fuses with special characteristics for full exploitation and parallel operation of networks make it possible to adjust the optimal transformer capacity. Legend: Load in % transformer installation capacity
TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
Transformer protection against short circuit faults and overloading on low-voltage levels by fuses with characteristics corresponding with the operation of the transformer MV/LV. In the Stredoceska energeticka utility company we solved the problem of the upper transformer loading in 1998. We discussed this problem with other utility companies in the Czech Republic and with transformer producers and protection equipment producers. Basic fuse parameters are placed in the following table. The basic task for solving this problem was changing the standards. We had to prove that this idea did not lead to a reduction in network safety. Verification of the safety requirements in low-voltage network was carried out on a selected network. This network was supplied by a transformer station with installation capacity of 250 kVA. In this substation a switchboard was installed with fuse disconnectors. The fuses had transformer characteristics for protection of the transformer. -Switching-on and switching-off the feeder with isolation faults.
Course of real loading Two level equivalent Loading diagram
From the results of the measurements and calculations states at one phase short circuit fault in low-voltage network, it was possible to determine following conclusions:
-Modification of the voltage in live phases at switching-off and switching-on of load and at switching-off the one phase short circuit fault were not more than 2 % of the nominal phase voltage.
-At switching-off and switching-on of the loading there was no rise in voltage.
-The value of the voltage on earthing and voltage on the non-live parts of the equipment were not higher than the value specified in the safety standard.
NEW CONFIGURATIONS AND NEW WAYS OF OPERATING NETWORKS
When planning the arrangement of each LV system, the general targets for satisfactory system performance at minimum cost should be kept in mind. Almost without exception, LV networks are operated radially, although an interconnected method of operation could lead to lower voltage drops and losses. In radial networks protection is simpler, voltage control is easier and fault levels are lower, and if construction costs alone were considered, the preferred network arrangement would be radial. In urban areas with high housing density and high load density it is usually only possible to use the LV mesh system, but present practice is for radial operation to predominate, with open link points to the LV system. If we want to change a radial network to a mesh network we have to invest very high costs, because it is necessary to reconstruct the entire network. For this reason we recommend the creation of a simplified mesh grid with weak couplings because they are easier to form than classical mesh networks. This net configuration has a simple protection system and is inexpensive to recontruct while maintaining all the good qualities of a classical mesh grid. Its good qualities include a low voltage drop, high reliability, and high quality of electricity supply. The distribution transformers must fulfil all conditions for parallel operations and we have to respect the possibility that reverse current might appear on unilateral disconnected lines. The net is convenient also for relatively small load densities between 0.5 and 1 MW/km2. The weak fuses must be well maintained in order to take full advantage of the benefits of this configuration. Our distribution company has worked out the methodology for the unification of magistral lines and the reconstruction of radial LV systems. The new network design takes into consideration all the restrictions and conditions related to protection against electric shock.
IMPROVEMENT OF NETWORK AMPACITY USING OF THE FULL VOLTAGE DIFFER-ENCES
In the case of old systems with relatively small loads we can use the co-ordination of voltage control in the MV system and changes of the tap on distribution transformers for keeping operation voltage in LV system within the voltage limits given by standards.
Generally an automatic voltage control in the MV network is linked-up with the HV system. The voltage level in the LV system depends on the voltage of the MV system at the coupling point for the MV/LV distribution transformers. An automatic voltage control in the MV system uses voltage compounding to compensate voltage drops along the distribution lines. Our strategy is based on load flow calculations in MV systems using as loads the measurement values from LV distributions systems. The tap changer positions in distribution transformers are calculated as outputs from the simulation model so that the voltage level in the customers' coupling points remains within the voltage limits as determined by standards. This simulation model of distribution systems is use to improve the voltage quality in LV system without lines reconstruction. In this instance, we used the nominal voltage 230 V with limits+6% -10%. In the future the upper limit will be changed to 10% thanks to applications of new electrical appliances with greater voltage differences. This way is used in critical cases for a short time where we intend to improve the whole network. During the operation we have monitor the voltage profile of the low voltage distribution transformers in order to correct voltage control in MV systems.
CONNECTING DISPERSED GENERATORS
Small power stations on rivers or small co-generation electrical units with outputs of up to 150 kW are usually connected with LV networks. Larger units, on the other hand, are connected with MV networks. We must seek the optimal point of connection with the network to improve the voltage profile in the LV network without constructing new supply points (MV/LV transformer stations). We must ensure the quality of supply. Voltage fluctuation of up to 3% of U n is allowed. Generators connected through power converters with the network also must fulfil the criteria for harmonics. With respect to the rising sensitivity of customer electronic systems, it is very important to maintain the limits established for voltage fluctuation and harmonics by the CSN IEC standard The problem of voltage control in the presence of producers connected to LV networks is crucial. The distributor is legally obliged to guarantee a voltage of 230 V +6%/-10% to any LV customer. Voltage variations on MV networks also have to be limited as much as possible to be able to maintain the voltage at any MV client delivery point within ± 5% of a reference contractual voltage. Generating units connected to LV networks can permanently or temporarily inject power into the grid. Inversely, a client who is also a producer can absorb power at any time. The choice that he makes between these two operating modes depend on the economical approach he chooses for his electricity generating plant as well as for his heat producing unit. His analysis usually takes into account gas sales, electricity purchases and sales prices and his proper needs. The voltage profile along a LV feeder depends on the balance between the power absorbed from or injected into the system by clients and producers and the other clients' power demand. If no client produces power, would then be necessary for the setting and characteristics of the network to be defined in order to comply. More effective solutions could be considered for plants connected through power electronics converters. Some of these devices can indeed inject or absorb high quantities of reactive power. One could for example add a limiting loop to the converter control to reduce the reactive power if the voltage at the point of coupling exceeds the tolerance limit.
Figure 2 -Installed capacity of the small power plants in distribution networks
The use of a real voltage regulator can also be discussed. If this voltage regulator is sufficiently effective (wide reactive power range and individual control of the converter phases), one can also think of making the production unit contribute to the network voltage control and the voltage imbalance compensation. Our calculations and experience indicate that generators with a capacity of less than 50% of the current load improve the voltage profile and reduce losses in the network.
Fig. 3 -Voltage profile in LV network
A generator connected to the network basically reduces the short circuits impedance. The degree of improvement depends on the line impedance and the short circuit characteristics of the generator. It must be noted that improvement of short circuit power in the LV network does not require any reinforcement of equipment. 
CONCLUSION
The studies carried out by our company show that the increasing of the capacity of low-voltage networks is possible with higher exploitation of their components. In the Stredoceska energeticka utility company we solved the problems related by following topics:
The maximal exploitation of transformer thanks to better and more protection using fuses with special characteristics for full exploitation and parallel operation of networks allows the adjustment tanned optimization of transformer capacity. We recommend the creation of a simplified mesh grid with weak couplings. This net configuration has a simple protection system and is inexpensive to reconstruct while maintaining all the good qualities of a classical mesh grid. Its good qualities include a low voltage drop, high reliability, and high quality of electricity supply.
We connect the dispersed generators to improve voltage profile in the LV network without the construction of new supply points (MV/LV transformer stations). We use the co-ordination of voltage control in the MV system and changes of the tap on distribution transformers for keeping operation voltage in LV system within the voltage limits given by standards.
